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Algebraic solutions of relativistic Coulomb problems
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(18.XII.1995, revised 30.Vili.1996)
Abstract The symmetries of relativistic Coulomb problems are surveyed from a conceptual
viewpoint exploiting analogies between the classical and the quantum mechanical case. The
symmetry of the nonrelativistic problem described by the so(4) Lie algebra is used as guiding
idea. The properties of the Dirac Coulomb problem are discussed in detail. Relations between
various algebraic approaches to these problems are pointed out. The origin of relativistic
equivalent or Dirac oscillators is traced back to the fine-structure Hamiltonian of the Dirac
Coulomb problem.

1 Introduction

The Coulomb problem can be treated by algebraic means on the classical and the quantum
mechanical level. It is commonly believed that on both levels the high symmetry of the
non-relativistic case is lost when switching to a relativistic description. It is shown here that
the symmetry reduction is in fact very limited; classically as well as quantum mechanically,
one can define for the relativistic problem additional integrals of motion allowing an
algebraic solution. In this approach one has to exploit the existence of transformations reducing
effectively the relativistic problem to nonrelativistic form.
The analogous symmetry structures in the nonrelativistic and the relativistic regime are
demonstrated via some apparently not widely known strategies. Thus the techniques sketched
below can be used for a comparison between conventional analytic and algebraic approaches
to basic physical problems on various levels of sophistication. Many problems arising within
the topics discussed here have already been answered in the literature; we thus omit, where

appropriate, technical details and refer to the references for further information. (Since the
discussion is based on the Lie-algebra so(4) as guiding idea allowing derivations of bound
orbits, eigenvalues and bound state wavefunctions, results obtained in the frame of larger
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groups like 50(4,1) or 50(4,2) are not included here. Straightforward extensions to the
scattering problem involving 50(3, 1) are pointed out whenever possible.)
The paper is organized as follows: After reviewing the Coulomb problems of classical
mechanics the Dirac-Coulomb problem is discussed. The presence of spin ignored in the classical
case provides now additional degrees of freedom leading to a special symmetry structure
elucidated below. Then the analogies between the nonrelativistic and the relativistic Coulomb
problem are pointed out and relations between algebraic approaches to these problems based

on symmetry groups, spectrum generating algebras and supersymmetry are shown. In the
next section it is demonstrated how the concept of relativistic equivalent or Dirac oscillators
introduced recently originates in the Dirac Coulomb problem. The paper is concluded by a
short summary including some open questions.

2 The classical Kepler problems

The equation of motion for the classical nonrelativistic Kepler problem reads

where p mv defines the linear momentum and f f/r. The vectorial integrals of motion,
i.e., the angular momentum

L fxp (2.2)

and the Runge-Lenz vector
Â= (Ze2m)-1L xp + r (2.3)

generate after appropriate normalization of A via Poisson-brackets the algebra of the
symmetry group 50(4) for the closed bound and 50(3,1) for the unbound hyperbolic orbits.

(These are easily derived by evaluating the scalar product A ¦ f.)
These symmetries are often ascribed to Bertrand's theorem stating that the Kepler problem
and the harmonic oscillator are the only central potentials having closed nonprecessing
orbits. The restrictions of this theorem emphasizing the special role of the Runge-Lenz vector
as defined in (2.3) can be overcome by the observation, that it is based on a global symmetry
generated by vectorial integrals of motion which are continous single-valued vectors in space.
When switiching to a local viewpoint considering only local symmetries of a problem one can
allow multi-valued constants of motion.
This switch is motivated by the fact, that (up to isomorphisms) local symmetry algebras of
a Hamiltonian vector field on a 2ti-dimensional phase space M (i. e. on a 2n-dimensional
symplectic manifold) depend only on the dimension 2rc of M. A result of this type has

already been stated in [1]; it is used here in the form that so(4) is a (local) symmetry algebra
for all classical problems with three degrees of freedom as formulated in [2]. (The question,
which Lie subalgebras of the Poisson algebra on M are (up to isomorphisms) local symmetry
algebra for a given dimension 2n of M has been addressed in [3].) A switch from global to
local constants of motion accepting (minimally) broken 0(4)-symmetry thus eliminates the
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special role of the aforementioned central force problems.
As examples for studies exploiting the (minimally broken) higher symmetry we mention here

(i) lists of classical dynamical systems with the symmetry of the Kepler problem [4], (ii) the
observation that for every bounded trajectory of a particle in an arbitrary central field of
force a uniformly rotating reference frame can be chosen in which this trajectory becomes
closed [5] and (iii) calculations of asteroide orbits based on locally constant Runge-Lenz
vectors which are numerically superior to conventional derivations of these orbits [6].
Such algebraic approaches to nonrelativistic classical motion in central potentials based on

0(4) as local symmetry group established generalized Runge-Lenz vectors in the form

Â h(r)f + f2(r)L x f (2.4)

as suitable instruments to describe the motion. The unknown functions fx(r). i 1,2 have

to be adapted to the problem at hand by requiring for (2.4) analogous properties as exhibited
by the original vector (2.3); they depend in general on the energy, angular momentum and
the mass as parameters. (Examples and further references can be found in [7].)
The symmetry is called local since the orbit can be considered locally as a conic section
whose eccentricity is determined by the magnitude .4 |.4| of the time-dependent Runge-
Lenz vector [6]; the symmetry is minimally broken in the sense that (i) the coefficients /,(r)
in (2.4) can become singular at the turning points or (ii) the vector A keeps its length
constant while rotating with constant angular speed [5].
In the relativistic Coulomb problem the Runge-Lenz vector (2.3) ceases to a constant of
motion and a precession of the orbits known as "advance of perihelion" occurs. Adapting
the strategies of the nonrelativistic case to the relativistic regime allows to restore the
symmetry (within the limitations just sketched) and an algebraic solution of the problem via a
relativistic generalization of the Runge-Lenz vector is feasible as shown now.
For definiteness, we write the equation of motion of the relativistic Kepler problem as [8]

"'M~77*)=-^
a more general relativistic two-body system with a unique "post-Newtonian" Runge-Lenz
vector allows even to include electromagnetism and gravitation [9]. (The orbital second

post-Newtonian equations of motion can be solved by employing the time variation of a

generalized Runge-Lenz vector; the results are applicable for a description of higher order
angular advance per orbit in binary pulsars [10].)

According to the general strategy the relativistic Runge-Lenz vector ATe\ is assumed to have
the form

^rel -4rel { COS 0 f — sin 0y^- X f > (2.6)
[ Irei J

Here Are\ and Ln\ denote the magnitudes of the corresponding vectorial integrals of motion
and the "Lenz-angle" 0 is essentially a function of r and the energy; the choice of signs in
(2.6) turns out to be convenient [8],

If eq. (2.5) is rewritten in a frame defined by a transition from the time t to the "Eigenzeit"
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r accomplished by
,.2

dr:=yh-\dt, (2.7;
c

it reads

¦-- {EretZe2\-Z2e4\}r. (2.8)dl 1 1 rei— ~t^ m0r I r2 r>i„^2 1 "rei"- ^2 r3

Using t formally as time, one can interpret this equation of motion as a nonrelativistic
Kepler problem modified by an inverse cube force, i.e. as a perturbed Kepler problem with
precessing orbits. As noted before, this problem is most easily solved by a transition to
a rotating coordinate system, choosen such that the orbits appear closed. The effect of
this transition is to balance the inverse cube term by the so called fictitious forces in the

rotating system. Thus eq. (2.8) is reduced to a formally nonrelativistic Kepler problem;
the Runge-Lenz vector of the form (2.3) - defined in the rotating system - allows again a

determination of the orbit via the scalar product with r; the straightforward transformation
to the inertial system leads to the precessing orbit. It has been verified that the solution of
the nonrelativistic Kepler problem modified by an inverse cube force [ll](Heintz) can indeed
be adapted to the relativistic problem (2.8) [ll](Yoshida).
The concept of solving a relativistic problem like (2.8) by reducing it to nonrelativistic form
via a transition to a rotating coordinate system - in other words: the use of a local 0(4)
symmetry - has apparently been anticipated by Sommerfeld in his derivation of the fine
structure formula [12]: the equation of the orbit of the relativistic Kepler motion has the
form

- C A A cos i<p; (2.9)
r

a transition to a rotating frame with r r,ip yip changes (2.9) to the equation of a

"nonrelativistic" elliptic orbit.
The quantum analogue of this transformation [13] discussed below reduces the Dirac-Coulomb
problem to nonrelativistic form thus allowing again an algebraic solution.

3 The Dirac-Coulomb problem

The Dirac equation for the Coulomb problem reads

CxC

HDip (cpxS ¦ p + p3mc2 )ip E4\ (3.1)
r

where Dirac's original notation and the convention fi 1 have been used [13, 14, 15]. Like
for any other central potential V(r), this Hamiltonian commutes with the total angular
momentum

J:=L+l-B, (3.2)

the Dirac operator
K p3(a ¦ L + 1) (3.3)
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and the inversion operator
P Pal- (3.4)

Since eqs. (3.1-3.4) describe a complete set of commuting operators, the eigenkets of the
Coulomb problem can be labelled accordingly as \E,j2,mj,K > where k is the eigenvalue of
K. The well-known twofold degeneracy of states with respect to the sign of k is accounted
for by the existence of the Biedenharn-Johnson-Lippman (B.IL) operator

R o-f !—J<Pi(H - p3mc2), (3.5)
amc*

which commutes with the Hamiltonian I/o of (3.1) but anti-commutes with the Dirac-
operator K of (3.3) (and the parity-operator P of (3.4)).
The symmetries 50(4) (50(3,1)) of the bound (scattering) states of the nonrelativistic
Coulomb problem, generated by the angular momentum operator and the appropriately
normalized operator corresponding to the Runge-Lenz vector, do noi hold in the Dirac case.
The symmetry group generated the constants of motion is no longer uniquely defined. In
the frame defined by the quantum analogue of the Sommerfeld transformation, for instance,
an 0(4) symmetry generated by K (eq. (3.3)) and R (eq. (3.5)) can immediately be written
down: the operators

Mi := J—^-r-, M2 := J—^r- M3 := -2iM,M2 (3.6)

satisfy the characteristic SU(2) commutation relations

[M^MA-^djkMk (3.7)

and generate together with the total angular momentum J the symmetry group 5(7(2) x

5/7(2) ~ 0(4). (The vector M := (Mu M2, M3) has been coined "Lenz-spin" [16].)
The characteristic anti-commutation relations

[R. K}+ RK + KR 0. [R, P}+ 0, (3.8)

however, indicate that the underlying symmetry is not a conventional Lie-symmetry like in
the nonrelativistic case but generated by a superalgebra.
We address the question of symmetry by first sketching the defining relations of supersymmetric

quantum mechanics (susy qm) employed below. A supersymmetric Hamiltonian H
is defined via the anticommutator of "supercharges" Q± as

{Q+.Q_}:=/7; (3.9)

the supercharges satisfy
Q2+ Q2_=0 (3.10)

and commute with the Hamiltonian H. A simple representation of this algebra has the form

Q±'.= (p±i<p(x))a±:=h±a±, (3.11)
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where the fermionic operators aA are defined via

[a+,a-) l. (a+)2 (a~)2 0. (3.12)

The supercharges Q± act on eigenstates of

h+h_ 0 ^ (ipn_

as

Q±ip% ±iy/Kr±, (3.14)

where the index n needs not to be confined to discrete values.
When trying to apply the relations (3.9-3.13) to the Dirac-Coulomb problem, one has to
choose a representation leading upon appropriate choice of the operators h± to self-adjoint
Hamiltonians H± := h±h^ defined in (3.13). These Hamiltonians, in turn, have to allow
separation in polar coordinates in order to determine the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
(3.1).
In the next step we have to check if the conserved operators constitute a realization of this
superalgebra in the full functional space or if we have to separate (3.1) first in polar coordinates

before trying to find the symmetries of the Dirac Coulomb problem. A superalgebra
acting in the full functional space would be the analogon to the primary supersymmetry of
the nonrelativistic Coulomb problem with spin [17]. For this purpose we try to identify the

operators h± of (3.11) with the BJL operator (3.4). This leads to two copies of the eigenvalue
problem [15]

R2é pcb (3.15)

which has been rediscovered recently [14]. When inserting (3.5) in (3.15) and evaluating the
resulting expression, some problems arise : the eigenvalue problem (3.15) is not self-adjoint
and can not be separated in polar coordinates. The origin of these problems, unavoidable
in the representation set up by eqs. (3.1-3.4), can be identified in the Temple operator

r := p3K + iapi(S ¦ r). (3.16)

The BJL operator contains the non-selfadjoint operator T via [13]

aR -ipi(r-™f). (3.17)
\ mc1

To resolve these problems one has to switch to a representation where V (and R) become

self-adjoint and eigenvalues can be assigned. This is achieved by the quantum analogue of
Sommerfeld's transformation mentioned above; it reads explicitly [13]

S := exp [ --p2a-rtanh-'(-^) (3.18)
2' A<

_

Switching to the frame defined by 5, the Temple operator V transforms like

r -> f 5r.s- p3K\(l - (^r)2)1/2|, (3.19)
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with the obvious eigenvalues
f-S-7:=±|(/c2-a2)1/2| (3.20)

upon the identification sign(7) sign(«:). In the frame 5 the BJL operator can be written
as

R \p3a ¦ rt I irpA ^ + || J (3.21)

where the Hamiltonian has been replaced by its eigenvalues and the normalization factor
/ 2 \-i/2k~l 1-^2—m2c2) has been introduced. (This normalization is analogous to the

normalization of the Runge-Lenz vector in the nonrelativistic case; it allows a simple derivation
of the eigenvalues for the present relativistic problem as shown below.)
The eigenvalue problem (3.15) takes a well defined form when the BJL operator R is replaced
by R defined in the frame 5. To demonstrate this form we normalize R to unity using

/72 72+4^- (3.22)
fA

Thus R can be written as

1 / Q2£2\"1/2 - /._ 1 + r aE
*=%[? + -&-) ,urf-iA[ii-p+- » ;, j. i:{.:':{.

Now it is obvious that this operator generates the symmetry group Z2- Inserting (3.23) in
the eigenvalue problem (3.15) results in

d2 2d f(f + 1) 2aE a2E2
R* W^ [ö? +

r cV - ^^ - — - -^ I * "+¦ (3-24)

The eigenvalue problem (3.24) associated with the normalized BJL operator R in the frame
5 is a well defined expression which could be used to define a "primary supersymmetry" of
the Dirac Coulomb problem. Replacing, however, V by its eigenvalues — which is equivalent
to separate (3.24) in polar coordinates — reduces this eigenvalue problem into a well known
form: it turns into the iterated Dirac equation

+ ~ - 'v 'A'V " ' x' - — U (E2 - mV) cp, (3.25)
d2 2 3_ l(j)(l(j) + l) 2aE

r dr

where the non-integer angular momentum

/(7) hl + ^(sign(7)-l) (3.26)

has been introduced. Thus we see that for the present problem a primary supersymmetry
can not be defined; only the system of radial equations has a supersymmetric structure.
The relation to the supersymmetry of the radial equations of the Dirac-Coulomb problem
is easily established by the observation that the BJL operator I? in (3.23) factorizes into
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operators acting separately on the angular and radial components of the eigenkets. The
radial operators of R define non-normalized supercharges via

Q± ¦¦= (if ¦ P+ — + ^)dOi ± if»)). (3-27)
r cl z

Invoking in addition the normalization of the BJL operator R in the frame S gives the
iterated Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonians via the supercharges Q± defined in (3.27) using

„.,,_„ (|l + ?*_ äÄLri>_^_^), (3.28)
\dr* r or ri r2I2 cr J

r?2 2 4 ° ß
E* -mc - —7-7

The supersymmetry generated by the BJL operator is nothing else but the known radial

supersymmetry [18].

4 Analogies between non-relativistic and relativistic
Coulomb problems

Similar to the classical case many analogies between the quantum problems exist. These are
demonstrated now concentrating on algebraic derivations of the eigenvalues, eigenstates and

the solution to the scattering problem for the Schrödinger and the Dirac Coulomb problem
while including discussions of the symmetric Dirac and the Klein-Gordon case within a

special approach.
The 50(4) symmetry of the nonrelativistic problem, generated by the angular momentum

I r x p (4.1)

and the normalized Runge-Lenz vector

A (-2mH)-1/2A

(-2mH)-ll2(rA(2ma)-\Lxp-pxL)), (4.2)

can be used as follows:

(a) The eigenvalues follow directly from the invariant operator (Casimir operator) of 50(4)
by writing the Hamiltonian as

// 1
y --L; (4.3)

L2 + A2 + 1 2n2

these eigenvalues (including degeneracy) are given by standard group theoretical
arguments [13].
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(b) The eigenstates for a fixed value of n can be constructed by employing shift operators
of 50(4). In an appropriate basis classified by the quantum numbers (/, m) these shift
operator have the form

S:=A(D + l)-l-[L2,A} (4.4)

with

D:=(L2a\YI2-\. (4.5)

The component S3 of 5 acts on the three-dimensional eigenstates \nlm > of the
Coulomb problem with ij>(r, &,<p) 4>ni(r)Y\m(Q,ip) := \nlni > as

S3ént(r)Ylm(Q,ip)

- »i-.„.((-).v)(|: + ^-})^i'-)
Y,.im(e,<p)4>ni-i(r). (4.6)

The operators S± := S\ ± i,S2, by comparison, lead to

5±|n/m >= \nl - lm ± 1 > (4.7)

In this form A and L suffice to derive the bound states of the nonrelativistic Coulomb
problem. It can be verified by inspection, that these invariants obviously determine
the ladder operators of the factorization method when applied to the corresponding
radial equation [19]. The factorization method [20] is thus tied to the group-theoretical
interpretation of the eigenkets [21]. (This interpretation, in turn, can be applied to
modified Coulomb problems as the example of the Dyon problem shows [22].)
Similar properties hold in the relativistic case. When writing the non-normalized BJL
operator (3.5) as

R S- p3(L xv-px L) + f) A -7-P2K, (4.8)
\2q?tìc

' J c*r

it is easily seen that R reduces in the nonrelativistic limit (c —y 00) to a ¦ A, i.e.

to the natural generalization of the Runge-Lenz Vector A (cf. (4.2)) when spin is

incorporated. Like in the nonrelativistic case, a normalized form of the BJL operator
can be used to derive the energy eigenvalues: when normalizing R in the form (3.21),
the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian can be written in the frame 5 as

/ a2 V'7'2
/7D mc1 1 + -= =- (4.9)

V (RAT)2 '

w hich gives the eigenvalues

Ei mc Il + 7—n—^1 (4-10)
(n + (k.1 — 0^)2

-1/2
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The relation to the solution of the Dirac-Coulomb problem within the factorization
method is established by writing the operator R of (3.21 as

with p := E ¦ r. The factor p ¦ à acts only on the angular parts of the corresponding
eigenkets; thus this form of R exhibiting the operator acting on the radial functions
shows again the close relation between the integrals of motion and the ladder operators
of the factorization scheme.

The S-matrix of the nonrelativistic Coulomb problem is easily derived via the 50(3, 1)

symmetry generated by the constants of motion after replacing H by —H in the
normalization of the Runge-Lenz vector. This procedure can also be extended to the
relativistic regime using again the corresponding constants of motion [19].
The basic idea of this group-theoretic approach to scattering is based on the observation
that scattering is essentially a matter of asymptotics where the S-matrix transforms
an aymptotic in-state into an asymptotic out-state. This justifies the introduction of a

scattering space as the sphere bundle 52 x 5° obtained by deleting the origin and

contracting the radial space, viz R3 — {0} ~ 52, such that the radial derivative describing
the in/-out motion limits to the sphere 5°(~ Z2) with generator B, B2 E. Thus
the generators of the symmetry group, when restricted to the scattering space, realize

two abstractly equivalent sets of generators realized on 52 x 5° and distinguished by
the eigenvalue of B —y t ±1. This Ansatz allows a systematic derivation of the
S-matrices of the nonrelativistic Coulomb problem, the Dirac Coulomb problem and
the symmetric Dirac Coulomb problem (cf. eq. (5.1). below) using in each case the

same strategy and exploiting the underlying symmetry [19].

(d) The relations between the shift operators of the factorization method, the invariants

generating the symmetry and supersymmetric quantum mechanics motivate an analysis
of the radial equations of the Coulomb problems alone which are all accessible to the

spectrum algebra approach based on 5/7(1, 1 (The relativistic Coulomb problems now
include the symmetric Dirac and the Klein-Gordon case.) In this approach - whose

applicability is by no means restricted to the problems considered here but covers all
problems allowing a reduction of the radial equation to the confluent hypergeometric
equation - the Hamiltonian is written in terms of the generators of the algebra satisfying
the commutation relations

[Juh] -ih, [h, M «Vi, [J3, -h] i-h; (4.12)

the eigenvalues then follow from standard group theory.
In the Coulomb problems considered here, the use of SU(1, 1) in the non-relativistic
and the relativistic cases exploits the fact, that in appropriate frames after iterating

the Dirac equations and re-definitions of parameters the radial equations of the
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Schrödinger, Klein-Gordon, symmetric Dirac and the full Dirac Coulomb problem can
be written as

(l d *d a.
W 1 l±ÜMkll±SLiR n (A ,,1— — P 7-+-. t j rt 0. 4.13

p2 dp dp 4p 4 p2

where /; is the radial variable scaled according to the problem under consideration, w
denotes the non-relativistic and the relativistic forms of the Sommerfeld parameter and

^(7)^(7) + 1) abreviates the various forms of the angular momentum term. Equation
(4.13) is easily recognized as the differential equation of the confluent hypergeometric
function, whose role in unitary representations of 51/(1, 1) has been clarified in [23].
The first derivation of the eigenvalues of the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac Coulomb
problem via SU (1,1) by writing the corresponding radial equations in the form (4.13)
and subsequently transforming them into the differential equation of the harmonic
oscillator with an "angular momentum" term has been given in [24]; the symmetric
Dirac Coulomb problem has been treated along the same lines in [25].

5 From an approximate Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian
to relativistic equivalent oscillators

The high symmetry of the nonrelativistic problem is broken in the Dirac case by the fine-
structure. When substracting from the Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian the symmetry-breaking
term one obtains the relativistic Hamiltonian [13, 14]

Ilsym P\S ¦ p + pzm igp2 f(K). (5.1)
r r

where

f(K) K[l+(jp\]-l (5.2)

is a function of the Dirac operator K defined above and g is a coupling constant. This
approximate Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian lias again two vectorial integrals of motion allowing
a straightforward solution of the bound state problem [13, 26]; the scattering problem with
S0(3,l) symmetry can also be solved along the same lines as sketched above [19].
These features of the symmetric Hamiltonian Hsym suggest a detailed analysis of

I'Lco P\ f S ¦ P A 'A2<? • sparry-, + Psm, (5.3)

viz. a relativistic Hamiltonian with the potential responsible for fine-structure effects [27],
This was the starting point for the collection of relativistic Hamiltonians now coined
"relativistic equivalent oscillators" (short: reos) or "Dirac oscillators" leading in the nonrelativistic

limit to a harmonic oscillator potential with a spin-orbit coupling term, i.e. to the
paradigm of a supersymmetric Hamiltonian.
The analogue of the BJL operator for the reo-Hamiltonian generates together with angular
momentum and Dirac's operator K the symmetry group 50(4) x SU(2) for the bound states
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[27]. The symmetry group of the scattering states is not yet completely clear; the group
0(4,2) x 5(7(2) was suggested in the original study [28] without proof.
If adding an energy shifting term AA' (A const.) to Hreo one arrives at a Hamiltonian used

in nuclear physics; in the nonrelativistic limit it reduces to the Nilsson Hamiltonian [29].
A nice generalization is achieved by considering the set of Dirac equations given by

/7t/' (pi(5 -p+ \p3S ¦ rf(j, A')) + p3m)y Eip, (5.4)

where f(j. K) is an arbitrary function of J2 and Dirac's operator A'. These equations
constitute a large set of reos where the degeneracy of eigenstates can be "tuned" [30]. Since

the degeneracy of energy-levels can be tuned while using the same basic form of the
Hamiltonian, it is no surprise that many different symmetry groups for a classification of energy
levels have been suggested [31].

6 Summary

The symmetries of relativistic Coulomb problems have been surveyed emphasizing analogies
between the classical and the quantal problems. Sommerfelds dérivât ion of the fine-structure
formula has been put in a group-theoretical context. The origin of relativistic equivalent
oscillators has been traced back to the fine-structure of the Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian.
The relation between the conserved operators of the quantal problems to the factorization
method, whose supersymmetric structure has been studied in many papers, has been
established.

The question if the approximate Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian with 0(4)(0(3.1)) symmetry
has also a supersymmetric structure awaits further elaboration. We note here that within
the quasipotential approach the relativistic Coulomb problem has the same symmetries as

the approximate Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian [32].
The present discussion leads to some open to be studied in the future: (i) it is not yet
clear, if analogues of the BJL operator for a given central force field in the Dirac equation
accounting for the inherent degeneracy in the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator K exist;

(ii) the relation between the SU(1, 1) spectrum algebra approach and and supersymmetric
quantum mechanics as pointed out in [33] indicates a relation between the symmetry algebra
approach propagated here and the spectrum algebra approach which is not yet completely
understood; (iii) the restriction of spectrum algebra approaches to small Z has to be lifted
in order to describe heavy-ion collisions where high values of Z are reached. This has so fat-

only been discussed in the context of the Klein-Gordon Coulomb problem [34].
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